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Abstract. Photomodulation techniques have been used to study the fundamental
transitions of partially strained In,Ga,,As/GaAs ( x = 0.07 and 0.16) epiiayers. The
strain-induced splitting of the valence band was observed. The identification of the
split valence bands was confirmed using linearly polarized photoreflectance under
a totai internal refiectlon mode. The temperature dependence of two bandgap
energies E,,, (heavy-hole band) and E,, (light-hole band) was studied over a
temperature range from 15 to 300 K. The parameters that describe the temperature
dependence of E,, and E,, as well as the broadening function are evaluated.

1. Introduction

The In,Ga,-xAs/GaAs system is currently the most
promising one for ultrahigh-speed two-dimensional electron gas field-effect transistors because of its small eleo
tron effective mass and high electron mobility [l]. It is
also used to fabricate quantum confinement heterostruc+,,re.
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can be achieved by controlling the indium composition
and the thickness of layers in the quantum wells. A
technological problem results from the fact that
In,Ga,,As
is not lattice-matched to GaAs, leading to
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under a total internal reflection mode [SI. The temperature dependence of these two transition energies, Eo,
(heavy hole) and E,, (light hole), was carefuIly studied
from 15 to 300 K. We analysed the temperature dependence of E,, as well as E,, by both Varshni [lo] and
Bose-Einstein expressions [I 1-13]. The temperature
variation of the broadening parameter r has been studied in tmns of a Bose-Eizstein expmsion EX,
While both acoustic and optical phonons participate in
the energy shift, only the electron-optical phonon interaction is responsible for the changes in linewidth.
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leads to a tetragonal distortion of the unit cell below ,a
certain critical layer thickness h, [3]. Above h,, plastic
relaxation occurs increasingly by generation of misfit
dislocations. These misfit dislocations greatly affect the
physical properties of the material [4, 51. The lattice
parameters of the partly relaxed layer in directions
perpendicular and parallel to the surface, a, and a can
still differ significantlyfrom the lattice parameters a,, [3].
The resulting stress affects the energy band structure of
fhp layer, es the bandgap is sh$& by an amount 6EEdue
to the hydrostatic component, and the degeneracy of the
P,,, multiplet is split by an amount 26E, due to the shear
components [6-81.
This paper presents studies on partially strained
Ir?x&,-fAs !a_yers grown on (100) GaAs: LJsing photoreflectance (PR), we observed strain-induced splitting of
the valence band energies. The identification of the split
valence bands was confirmed using linearly polarized PR
0268-1242/93/071420+06$07.50 @ 1993 iOP Publishing Ltd.

2. Theoretical background

When grown on a GaAs buffer the In,Ga,,As
layers
sustain a biaxial in-plane compression and a corresponding extension along the [OOl] growth direction. The
biaxial stress is expected to split the valence band degeneracy [6, 71, by producing anisotropic deformation of
the crystal lattice. The asymmetry produced in this
milnner is similar to th;l! produrpd by an ex<prfiaj!y
applied uniaxial stress and is expected to have qualitatively the same effect on the energy gap and the valence
band splitting [14]. For the E , critical points (T,-T,) the
hydrostatic component of the strain, 6E,, shifts the
va!ence hand of the !nxG;BI-& relative to the conduction band while the shear component, 6E,, removes the
valence band degeneracy, giving a separate E,, and E,,
[6,7]. If the effect of the strain-induced coupling with the
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spin-orbit split band is negligible, the split energy gaps
can be expressed in terms of the unstrained value as [SI

+ SE, + SEs
= Eo + SEH- SEs.

E,, = Eo
E,,

(1)

(2)
The values of SE, and SE, are given in terms of the
strain perpendicular to the (001) surface, E,, and the
elastic stiffness constants, C,, by
SEH

6%

= 2a[(Cll

= -b[(Cii

- C12)/C111Ez

(3)

+ ~CI,)/CIIIG

[l5]. A 1 mW He-Ne laser, chopped at 200 Hz, was used
as the modulating source and a 100 W tungsten-halogen
lamp filtered by a model 270 McPherson monochromator provided the monochromatic light. The laser intensity was reduced to about 1 to 10%of its initial value
by using a neutral-density filter. The reflected light was
detected by an EG&G type HUV-2000B silicon photodiode. The normalization of the signal was achieved by
an Oriel model 28650 variable neutral-density filter connected to the probe monochromator and the sample. In
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where a and b are the hydrostatic and tetragonal
shear deformation potentials, respectively, and E; =
(aCdAs-aI)/aGaAs.The value of E, can be deduced

spectra we used an internal reflection mode [9]. The
probe beam was introduced through the cleaved (110)
side of sample into the GaAs substrate. Thus the Kvector
of the probe beam was along the [IlO] direction. Inside
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where SE,,,,,, the split of the heavy-hole and light-hole
energy gaps, were determined from the PR measurements.
The indiun? cornposition was estiItlited f r m the growth
conditions and the values of the stiffness constants, and
the deformation potentials were obtained by interpolating from the values corresponding to the binary compounds listed in table 1.
8: = W p i i J I

3. Experimental details
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XYplane. It was thus possible to study the spectrum for
XYand Z polarizations, where 2 is the growth axis. The
pumping beam illuminated the sample's surface as in
conventional PR experiments. Because of total internal
rpflprtinn the probe beaFA ..yap contained ia$& the
sample until reaching the other end. Since the beam
traversed the interface region several times before leaving
the sample it contained a modulated component carrying
information about the properties of the interface region.
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4. Results and discussions

In,Ga,_,As samples were grown at two nominal compositions, x = 0.07 (sample 12. and x = 0.16 (sample 2); by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The undoped (001) GaAs
substrate was degreased, then etched in a solution of
H,SO,, H,02and H,O, mixed in the ratio of 12:l:l by
volume and quenched in water. When loaded, the substrate was thermally cleaned at 610°C, and growth of
undoped GaAs at 1 pm h-' was initiated. The saturated
value of the arsenic tetramer beam equivalent pressure
was between 15 and 20 times that of the gallium during
the growth. Before the 0.4 pm undoped buffer was completed, the substrate temperature was lowered so that the
remaining third of the buffer, as well as the 1 pm undoped
In,Ga,_,As and the lOOA undoped GaAs cap, were
grown at 580°C without interruption or change in
source temperature.
The PR apparatus has been described in the literature

Displayed by the dotted curves in figures 1 and 2 are the
PR spectra of sample 1 and sample 2 respectively, at 15,
77, 100,200 and 300 K. The full curves are least-squares
fits to the third derivative function (TDFF) of a threedimensional critical point [16J Here the PR data, AR/R
are expressed as a function of the photon energy, E, using
the equation
2.

+

Re[Aj exp(iOj)/(E - EOj irj)2.5]. (6)

AR/R =
j=1

The two bandgap energies E , , and Eo, were found along
with the amplitude A j , phase factor Bj, and broadening
parameter rj.The values of EOjobtained from equation
(6) are indicated by arrows in figures 1 and 2. The
energies E,, and E,, denote transitions from the conduction band to the valence levels ( J = 3/2, m = f 1/2) and

Table 1. The values of the lattice constants, the stiffness constants, and deformation
potentials of GaAs and InAs.
Materials

GaAs
lnAs

5.6533a
6.0584'

a

b

C,,

C,*

(ev)

(ev)

(10" dyn cm-')

(10" dyn

- 8.7b
- 5.8'

- 2.0b

11.88*
8.33'

5.3Ze
4.530

-I.@

cm-')

From reference 1221.
From reference [23].
From reference 1241.
From reference [25].
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Figure 3. Photoreflectance spectra at 300 K from a partially
strained In,,,,Ga0,,,As layer: (a) photoreflectancein the
total internal reflection mode for XY polarization; (b)
photoreflectance in the total internal reflection mode for Z
polarization; (c)photoreflectance in the conventional
mode.
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Figure 2. Photoreflectancespectra (dotted curves) of the
E,, (heavy-hole energy gap) and Eo2 (light-hole energy
gap) of the partially strained In,,,,Ga,,8,As
layer at 15, 77,
100, 200 and 300 K. The full curves are least-squaresfits to
a third-derivative functional form line shape.
(J = 312, m = 2 3/2), respectively. These two features
were distinguishable at all temperatures from 15 to
300 K.
The weak features in the higher-energy side of the
main structure of PR spectra can also be fitted with
Franz-Keldysh oscillations [16, 171. However, if these
features were Franz-Keldysh oscillations, we would expect a smaller number of rapidly damped oscillations at
higher temperatures, since the increase in temperature
increases the lifetime broadening of the electronic state
and decreases the spatial coherence length of the wave
function. In this sense, increasing the temperature has the
1422

effect of localizing the electronic states and thus ultimately destroying the Franz-Keldysh oscillations. But our
experimental results indicate that the number of PR
features remains the same in the temperature range from
15 to 300 K. It might exclude the possible assignment of
Franz-Keldysh oscillations.
From figures 1and 2, the light-hole band and heavyhole band are split by JE,,,,, = 13 meV and 28 meV at
room temperature for samples 1 and 2,respectively. The
values of strain perpendicular to the (001) surface, E,, are
deduced as -1.76 x
and -3.80 x lo-'. These
values are less than those of the fully strained layers for
the same indium composition obtained by Vegard's law.
Table 2 shows the value of 6E,,i, and &=forboth samples.
For comparison the values of the biaxial strain, E, for the
fully strained In,Ga,-&/GaAs
(001) layers with same
indium composition are included. The results indicate
that the strain in the In,Ga,As samples with the
thickness of about 1p n has been partially relieved.
The identification of these features was confirmed
using the total internal reflection mode, resulting in the

The values of the splitting energy of
the light-hole band and the heavy-hole band,
&E,,
and the deduced strain perpendicular

Table 2.

to the (001) surface,e,, of In,Ga,,As (x =
0.07 and x = 0.16), as well as the biaxial
strain, E , for the fully strained layer with the
same indium composition.
Materials
= 0.07
x=0.16

Y

E.,,,,
(mev)

E.

E

(IO-,)

(10-7

13

- 1.757
- 3.801

- 11.465

28

- 5.016
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spectra in figures 3 and 4 for polarization of the probe
beam in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the
(001) surface, respectively. The feature E,, is observed for
both polarizations. However, the transitiod'corresponding to E,, is very weak for 2 polarization. Thus, the
identifications are unambiguous.
Figures 3 and 4 show that the transition energies
determined from total internal reflection mode are lower
than those from PR measurement, and that the broadening parameters are much larger for the total internal
reflectance measurements. This difference might indicate
the non-uniform relaxation of the thick In,Ga,-&s
epilayers. For the total internal reflection mode, the
beam traversed the interface region several times before
leaving the sample; it contained information mostly
about the properties of the interface region, while the
information obtained from PR is from the region that the
probe beam can penetrate. The larger value of the
broadening parameter determined from the total internal
reflection mode is probably related to the relatively high
concentration of misfit dislocations associated with the
partial strain relief in the~interfaceregion.

I
I

Plotted in figure 5 are the temperature variations of
E,, and E,, for the sample 1 and sample 2, respectively.
Representative error bars are shown. The full curves are
least-squares fits to the Varshni semiempirical relationship [lo]

+

EoXT) = Eo,(O) - U T z / @ T).
(7)
The obtained values of Eo,(0), a and p for both samples
are listed in table 3. For comparison, we have also listed
in table 3 the values of E,(O), a and p of the direct gap
(E,) for GaAs obtained by previous investigators [HI.
There are slight differences in estimates of a and p for the
light- and heavy-hole gaps. Since the differences are
within the probable errors of measurement, a detailed
comparison of these parameters is difficult to make. The
values c( and p are found to be similar to those of GaAs
because of the low indium concentration of the layers.
The data have also been fitted to the Bose-Einstein
expression given by Lautenschlager et nl [ll, 121:

(8)
where dB represents the strength of the electron-phonon
interaction and 0, corresponds to the average phonon
temperature. Both electron-optical phonon and electron-acoustic phonon interactions contribute to the shift
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Figure 4. Photoreflectance spectra at 300 K from a partially
strained In,,,Ga,,,,As
layer: (a) photoreflectance in the
total internal reflection mode for XY polarization; (b)
photoreflectance in the total internal reflection mode for Z
polarization; (c) photoreflectance in the conventional
mode.
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Figure 5. The temperature dependence of Eo,and E,, of
In,Ga,,As
for x = 0.07 and x = 0.16. The full curves are
least-squares fits to E,,(T) = E,,,(O) - a p / ( P T).
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Table 3. Values of the parameters which describe the temperature dependence of E,, and Eo2 of
( x = 0.07 and x = 0.16) and GaAs.
In,Ga,,As

Eo@)

a

P

(ev)

(10-4ev K-')

(K)

E,
(ev)

E,,

1.425 f 0.005
1.436 f 0.005

4.8 f 0.4
5.0 f 0.4

196 f 40
210 f 40

E,,
E,,,

1.295 f 0.005
1.311 k 0.005

5.1 f 0.4
5.3 k 0.4

1.517 k O.0OEa

5.5 f 1.3=

Materials

x = 0.07
x = 0.16
GaAs

E,,,

a,
(mev)

0,

1.468 f 0.014
1.479 0.014

45 k 9
47 f 9

216 f 40
221 40

200 k 50
271 k 50

1.347
1.363

53 f 10
55 k 10

237 i- 50
261 i 50

225 ? 174a

1.571 f 0.023=

57 f 29'

240 5 102a

*
*
k

0.015
0.015

(K)

+

aFrom reference [19].
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Table 4. Parameters involved in the temperature dependence of the broadening
parameter of fool and E,, of In,Ga,,As ( x = 0.07 and x = 0.16) using the fit T,(T) =

To,+ r,,/[exp(@,/n- 11.
Materials

e,,,

O,,

xc0.07

410a

376-

x=O.16

(KI

r,

0,

(meVI

ro,= 4.8 k 0.2

r,, = 4.1 2 0.2
r,, = 8.6 jr 0.3

37Sa

406'

rr,

(meVI

( K)

r,, = 7.4 i 0.3

r,, = 17

(KI

o, = 495 * 120

5

r,, = 17 t 5
r,, = 22 2 6

o, = 515

*

0,= 366

o, = 468

r,, = 22 f 6

120

120
120

Longitudinal optical phonon temperatures for the 'GaAs-like' (@Lo,) and 'InAslike' (eLo2)
modes of In,Ga,,As obtained from Raman measurements.

of E,, and Eo, [ll, 191. Our values for EB,aBand OBare
given in table 3; also listed are the corresponding values
for the direct gap of GaAs [19]. The values of aBand OB
for&, and E,, are slightly different for both samples. In
order to have a better understanding of this difference,
detailed studies on the fully strained samples over a much
wider temperature range is desirable. In addition, the
effects due to the difference in temperature dependences
of the expansion coefficients of substrate and epilayer
materials also need to be considered.
The temperature dependence of broadening parameter of E,, and E,, for sample 1 and sample 2 are
displayed in figure 6 (error bars are shown). The'full
curves are least-squares fits to the equation [12,19]

ri(r)= rOf
+ r,J[exp(oi/r) - 11.

(9)
The values of To;. TICand Oi corresponding to the
broadening parameter of E,, and E,, are listed in table
4. The first term of equation (9) contains inhomogeneous
contributions due to interface roughness, dislocations,
alloy scattering or strain distributions. The obtained
value of Toifor the x = 0.16 sample is larger than that for
the x = 0.07 sample and both are significantly greater

x-0.16

12

2

1I

.

rEO, x-0.07
rEo2

X-0.07
I(,,,

/

1

.,.. ..,,,,...

0

50

100

150

200

250

I, ,,".', ,
300

Temperature (K)
Figure 6. The temperature variation of the broadening
parameters of E,, and fOz of In,Ga,,As for x = 0.07 and
x = 0.16. The full curves are least-squares fitsto
r,(n = To,+ r,,/Iexp(@,/n - 11.

than that expected from alloy scattering of about 2 meV
[ZO]. These results are probably related to the relatively
high concentration of misfit dislocations associated with
the partial strain relief. The second term of equation (9)
corresponds to the lifetime broadening due to the eleo
tron-optical phonon interaction. The quantity Tli represents the strength of the electron-optical phonon
coupling while Oi is the optical phonon temperature. For
comparison the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon temand %As-like'
peratures for the 'GaAs-like' (eLol)
(eLo,)
modes of these two samples, obtained from
Raman measurements, are presented in table 4. The ai
values are quite close to OLoland, ,e for both samples.
Since Oi for both samples is quite similar to the LO
phonon temperature (O,,,and OLo2).The temperature
variation of r i is due mainly to the interaction of the
electron with optical phonons. These observations are in
agreement with existing theory [13,21].
5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have studied the fundamental transitions of partially strained In,Ga,-S\s/GaAs epilayers by
photomodulation techniques. The strain-induced splitting of the valence band is observed. The identification of
the split valence bands was confirmed using linearly
polarized PR under a total internal reflection mode. The
temperature dependence of these two transition energies
E,, and E,, is carefully studied from 15 to 300 K. We
have analysed Eo,(T) and Eo,(T) in terms of both
Varshni and Bose-Einstein expressions, while the temperature variation of T ( T ) has been fitted with a
Bose-Einstein equation. Both optical and acoustic phonons contribute to the shift of E,, and EO2;only optical
phonons participate in the temperature variation of the
broadening function.
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